
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a vp-senior analyst. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for vp-senior analyst

Lead in mapping data requirements using third party data and in developing
data capture, validation and recordkeeping systems
Lead in conducting research and writing both in-depth topical research and
issuer-focused research reports on carbon transition risk and integrating
relevant language into credit opinions
Represent the company in external outreach explaining our views on the
carbon transition risk and the analytical approach taken to assess its
implications
Coordinate with other internal teams including CFG and PIF ratings team
members, CSS, project management and Information Technology team
members as needed
Lead in drafting periodic update presentations to senior management on
progress in developing the CTR tool
Attend internal discussions, including ESG regional working group meetings,
to further the development of MIS’s ESG capabilities
Build and maintain effective working relationships with rating groups
Lead projects to improve the quality of credit analysis and rating
methodologies
Provide guidance to rating teams to ensure consistency with methodologies
and challenge analytical thinking with a different perspective when
appropriate
Write in-depth, high quality, insightful research on broad credit topics
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VP level, 7 - 10 years financial services experience with a minimum of 5 years
experience in performance measurement preferred
At least seven years of relevant experience in Operations, covering of
investment reporting, tax reporting and financial reporting
Strong knowledge of market instruments
A good understanding of the custody business, especially funds
administration including processes and workflows
Complete sophisticated financial modeling for a number of different business
scenarios, supporting clients by analyzing relevant data, identifying and
addressing clients' needs and building and reviewing quantitative models
Provide advice to senior managers with regards to the market value of M&A
Investments


